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Although there are many peculiar characteristics associated with individual satellites in the solar system, the 
majority of their orbital and physical properties appear to be controlled by a single parameter: the satellite's distance 
rrom its planet. In Figure 1 the radii (R) of all 54 known satellites are plotted against their semimajor axes (A) - the 
distance of each satellite from its planet - as normalized by each planet's radius. Satellites cluster into 3 major fields 
in this size-distance space. The satellites in each field have many consistent properties (Table 1) and inferred similar 
origins, independently of which planetary system they are from. 
Satellites with A<3, and R<135 km: These are small, irregularly-shaped, impact-cratered fragments, often 
dynamically interacting with planetary rings. The jovian and neptunian examples are dark (albedos average 0.06), 
but Saturn's are bright (ave. albedo of 0.5). Burns1 has called this type of satellites collisional shards. 

Satellites with A=3-26, and R>200 km: These are the regular satellites1 of the solar system, being large, 
spherical, generally bright objects, nearly all exhibiting evidence for tectonic and volcanic activity as well as impact 
cratering. The largest regular satellite for each planet occurs in the restricted range of A = 15-20. These objects 
systematically increase in size away from their parent planets, and are believed to have formed in tl~e gas/dust nebulae 
as part of the planet-forming process1. 
Satellites with As100, and Re100-200 km: Irregular satellites1 are poorly known, but small, perhaps 
carbonaceous bodies characterized by high orbital inclinations (including retrograde motions) and eccentricities. 
Although theoreticians do not completely understand the mechanisms, these objects are widely considered to be 
captured2. Phoebe, the only irregular satellite imaged by Voyager, was encountered at too great a distance to 
characterize geologic surface features3. 
Satellite subfields: 87% of known satellites fit comfortably into the three size-distance fields described above. 
The seven which don't occur in three minor subgroups: 
(1) The Moon and Iapetus are at A = 60, clearly separate from the regular and irregular satellite fields, although 
~hcir sizes are compatible with the regular field. Both satellites have moderate inclinations (5" and 8"). Tidal 
evolution has spiraled the Moon away from Earth; at some time in the past the Moon was a regular satellite. Has 
Iapetus been similarly tidally evolved away from Saturn? 
(2) Hyperion is isolated in the middle of the size-distance plot away from all other satellites. With R = 135 km 
and a nonspherical shape, Hyperion is unlike regular satellites. Although these characteristics are probably consistent 
with the irregular group, Hyperion does not have a high inclination indicative of capture. But Hyperion is in chaotic 
rotation, which must have developed through tidal dissipation4. I speculate that the chaotic rotation and irregular 
shape result from an event which converted the satellite from a larger regular satellite into its present unique 
condition. 
(3) Telesto and Calypso at Tethy's Lagrangian points, Dione's co-orbital Helene, and Deimos form a small 
cluster at A = 5-7, and R = 6-16 km. The saturnian satellites have clearly been captured into their dynamically 
constrained orbits, but Deimos is generally considered not to be2. 
Missing satellites a t  Uranus: Voyager demonstrated that Uranus has members of the regular and collisional 
shard families of satellites, but failed to detect any irregularlcaptured satellites. Do irregular satellites wait to be 
discovered at A>100, or has Uranus never captured any? 
What Voyager will discover a t  Neptune: Neptune's 2 known satellites are Triton, a large, bright body at 
A=14, and Nereid, a very poorly known object, thought to be small (R=200 km) and known to be at A=219 and to 
have a high inclination and eccentricity. Nereid is an irregularlcaptured satellite. Triton falls within the regular 
satellitc size-distance field, but is in a retrograde orbit! The origin of Triton and its unique motion are poorly 
understood2, but based on its position in Figure 1, I speculate that it was a regular satellite that has been reversed in 
its orbital motion by some as yet unimagined dynamical process. Accepting this cavalier assumption allows the 
prediction that the smaller satellites to be discovered around Neptune will be in the regular and collisional fields, and 
that heir sizes, shapes and geology will depend on their A values. Additional captured satellites may be detected 
inside Nereid's orbit, which (bascd on a relation between planetary radii and the A value of the most distant 
satellites) should be the outermost satellite of Neptune. Another empirical relationship between the total number ol 
satellites and planet radii implies that Neptune will likely have six moons. 
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(:harm and Pluto: Charon is considered to be a very unusual satellite because it is half the size of Pluto. 
I lowcvcr, Cl~aron's A and K valucs imply i t  is a regular satcllitc, but its rctrogradc motion is consistent with a 
I urbulcnl past. 

' I I I ~ I ~ ~ I :  Allho~rgh no ncw data havc bccn prescnlcd, thc synthesis of known information in size-distance 
space (Figure 1) reveals a remarkable consistency in satellite systems around 7 planets, and provides a conccplual 
rrarnework linking orbital, physical and geological characteristics and satellite origins. Based on one single factor - a 
satellite's distance from its planet - the majority of satellites can be rather completely characterized. This allows 
predictions to be made about the general nature of undiscovered satellites around incompletely explored planets, and 
more importantly, points to underlying physical processes which control satellite origins and evolutions. 
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TABLE 1: AVERAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF SATELLITE GROUPS 

Grour, - A Eccent. Incl. Radius Albed~ & Volc? Tect? # 
Shards 2.4 0.003 0.13 40.6 0.16 1.49 N N 20 
Regular 11.1 0.005 0.53 1095 0.48 1.00 70% 75% 16 
Irregular 235.2 0.256 92.6 52.4 0.04 ? ? ? 10 

A = semimajor axis, normalized by planet's radius; Eccent. = orbital eccentricity; Incl. = orbital inclination in 
degrees; Radius in km; Geometric albedo; alc = ratio of longest to shortes radii (l=spherical); Volc? = Has volcanic 
resurfacing occurred: N = no, 75% = 75% of satellites resurfaced; Tect? = as Volc.; # = number of satellites in group. 
All data from tables in reference 1. 
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